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SUMMARY

Measurement%hare been made of the meam-tcdal-hea.dand
mean-temperaturejields in a round turbulent jet m“th riwious
initial temperature. l%e resultsshow thatthejet spreads more
rapidly as ita density becomes lower than that of the receiving
medium?eren when thedi~erence is not w..qj%ientlygreat to cause
measurablederiatiimsfrom the con8twdden&”ty,dimensionless,
dynamic-preswmepro$lefum+ion. Rough analytical considwa-
tions hare giren the same relatice spread.

The eJectire ‘(turbulent Prandtl number” for a section of the
fully decelopedjet w found to be equal to the true (laminar)
Prandtl number m-thin the accuracy of measurement.

.Measwwnents of turbulence Ierel (u’, v’), tan.pe~ture j%..w-
tuationlecel0’, and temperature+elocity correlation @upermit a
comparison of their rela.tiremagnitudes.

Diree~measurem.ents hare been madeof the doublecorrelations
~ and t% across a section of the fully dereloped jet, and the
shear-stressand heat-transferdistributions hare been computed
therefrom. Finally, these last-mentioned meammementshare
permitteda determinationof thedtitribution of turbulentPrandtl
number across the jet, and these dues agree guite well on the
areragewith the qfectire calue computedfrom mean relocity and
temperaturealone.

INTRODUCTION

The present. work is concerned with two particular prob-
lems on the flow of round, low-velocity, turbuIent jets: (a)
The effect of mean-density differences upon the rate of spread
of the jet, vihieh can be examined through the average veloc-
ity and density fie~ds; (b) the relative rates of transfer of
heat and momentum in a heated jet, which must involve a
study of fluctuations in veIocity and temperature as vreIIas
average fields.

Problem (a) has been investigated experimentally by Pabst
(references 1 and 2), Von Bohl (reference 2), and others.
Some British results consist of a few rough measurements
made in the course of a diflerent investigation and, unfor-
tunately, the German reports are available only in practically
illegibIe form, sc that a thorough reading has nok been feasi-
ble. These references arrived when the present in-restiga-
tion was in progress and substantiated the result, discussed
in detaiI in the body of the paper, that reduction in density
of jet relative to receiving medium increases the rate of
spread.

Theoretical analysis of the two-dimensional, variable-
density jet has been attempked by Hu (reference 3), using
the momentum-transfer t.heor~. However, he has begun by
assuming the constant-density characteristics of linear jet
spread and inverse parabolic decrease in ask] velocity and

therefore has not actually salved the variable-density prob-
Iem.

Goff and Cooga.n (reference 4) and Abramovich (reference
5) have solved the twe-dimensional, va.riabledensity, single-
mixing zone, by momentum-transfer and vorticity-transfer
theories, respectively. The former am.dysis invok-s the
drastic assumption of a discontinuous density field.

In general, however, the shortcomings of the theory of .
mixing length and the more recent theory of constant ex-
change coefficient, discussed briefly by Liepmann and
La.ufer (reference 6), render such mudysw useful perhaps
only for qualitative results. In fact, as i.lkt,rated in
reference 6, equally useful results in shear-flow problems are
obta.inabIe with appreciably less difllcult.y by the use of the
integrated equations of motion, -with reasonable guesses for
the shape of velocity and/or shear proflk+.

A related method has been used by Ribner (reference 7),
who has given an approximate solution for the variable-
density round jet in a moving medium by a rather empirical
generalization of the method used by Squire and Trouncer
(reference 8) in constant-density jets. However, this
method empIoys the shear assumption of the momentum-
transfer theory, so that the result., though a.saving in labor,
cannot be expected to give greater accuracy than the com-
plete momentum-transfer analysis.

In the present report, a very” brief and approximate
anaIysis is given for the reIative jet spread as a function of
density ratio, obtainable without a complete scdution of the
integral problem.

The problem just noted is difkrent from that of a jet of
high subsonic veIocity, in which the temperature differences
arise from frictional heating. However, since the maximum
rate of dissipation of turbulent energy (into heat) in a jet
takes place on the jet axis (reference 9), the over-all behavior
of a fully developed, turbulent, high-speed, subsonic jet may
not be very much different from a Iower-epeed heated jet, if
the high-speed jet starts out with the same temperature as
the receiving medium. There appear to be no data availabIe
on turbulent jets with Mach number approaching w&y.
Abramovich (reference 5] has also appIied the vorticity-
transfer theory to an approximate scdut.ionof the high-speed
(subsonic), pIane, singIe-mixing region with the same
stagnation temperature for moving and stationary med&s~ ‘ =

The present investigation on problem (a) has been under-
taken primariIy to determine e.xperimentalIy the effect of
density deference upon the jet spread. Another matter of
interest is the possibIe deviation from simple geometrical
similarity for Iarge density differences.
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Somewhat more work has been previously done on the
simple phases of problem (b), the relative rates of heat and
momentum transfer in a round turbulen~ jet. The first
systematic measurements ..-of velocity and temperature
distribution were apparently made by Ruden (reference 10),
who found thnt the tmnperature clistribution is appreciably
broader than the velocity distribution in the fully developed
region. A more detailed investigation of the kinematic
quantities, including turbulence Icvel near the tixis, was
carried OULby Kuethe (reference 11). The results of these
two investigations have. been verified and extended by one
of the present writers (reference 12).

Since there exists no satisfactory theor~ of turbulent shear
flow, naturally them is none for heat transfer in turbulent
shear flow. Most of the thtioreticalwork has been donti on
channel and boundary-layer flows, with the heat tran,sfe.r
sot up in direct t-mlogy to the momentum transfer. The
empirical factor connecting the two is; of course, exactly the
quantity that &satisfactory theory must predict.

For turbulent jets, momentum-transfer considerations lead
to identical curves for velocily and temperature distributions
(reference 13), whereas the modified vorticity-transfer theory
leads to the qualitatively correct result. (reference 14). that
heat diffuses more rapidly than momentum. Quant.ita-
Lively,however, this result is considerably in e~sror(reference
12).

~~ea.rly,no satisfactory invesLigatioh, either experimental
or theoretical, of a turbulentJIow phenomenon can be made
without considmation of the fluctuations as well as the mean
distributions. Iri “the round turbulent jet, fairly detailed
measurements have been made of the fluctuation kinernatic
quantities (reference 12), but no previous investigations ap-
pear to have included the significant quantities involving
temperature fluctuations. Since a ~ot-wire technique for
the simultaneous measurement of temperature and velocity
fluctuations has recently been developed (references 15 and
16), it is now possible to”study turbulent heat transfer from
the points of view of both mean and fluctuating variables.

At the present time, a weakness of the new measuring t.ech-
uique is the uncertainty of the detailed. physical form of
King’s equation (reference 17)for the heat loss from k fine
wire to. a flowing fluid. A brief discussion is given in ap-
pendix A of reference 16. The results present.ed in the
present report indic.ate that, at least for variable temperature
applications, King’s equation may be. quantitatively satisf-
actory.

The first measurements of temperature fluctuation level
were made in.1946, in connection with the preliminary phases
of the present investigation. However, deviations from
rectangularityy in the initial jet temperature distribution
prompted the construction of a completely new hot-jeti
unit, used in all measurements presented herein, and the
preliminary measurements have not been published.

Measurements of mean-total-head and mean-temperature
distributions at various jet temp~ratureshave been made in
order to find out if there is any appreciable change in the
relative rates of heat and momentum transfer with absolute
temperature, over a moderate range.

Finallyj it should be noted th~t invcstigatiw]s of heat
transfer in turbulent shear flow tireimportant not only for (he
immediate results but also as a rmwns of studying the
turbukmt motion itself.

This investigation was conducted at the California Insti-
tute of Technology under the spomorship nnd with tIN
financial assistance of the N’ational i~(lvisory C’ommi[kc for
Aeronautics. The authors would like to ticl{nowlcdgc the
ass.ist.anccof JIiss Dorothy Kernsl 31rs. Beverly Cot tingk~~
Mrs. Sally Rubsamen, nnd Miss Betsy Bamhml in con] p[Jl.-
ing th~zsults and drawing the final figures for t]lisrcporL,

SYMBOM

diameler of oMficc (1 in.)
axial distamw from orifice
mdia.1dista.ncefrom jet. wsis
axial component of mean velocity
radial component of mean velocity

maximum U at.a sect.ionon jot axis
maximum ~ in the jcL (i. c., in the potent in]

cone) .

dynamic pressure
()

-@z

maximum dynamic pressure at a scc[ion
maximum dynamic pressure in the jct-
nwan absolute temperature at u point. in the

flow
absolute tmnpmat.ureof the receiving medium
absolute inithd jet t-cmperature

maximum Tat a section
maximum 8 in the jet (T.—Z’,)
axial component. of instantaneous velocity

fluctuation
radial component of instanttineous vclocily

fluctuation
instantlamous temperature fiuctuation

.
.

at any section, the vahw of r for which q

at any section, tho value of r for which U

at any section, the value of r for which %

=; 7m.

total pressure
air density
mean density at a point in the [1OW(at TJ
density fluctuation
minimum ~ at a sect.ioncm ~hc axis
minimum p in the jet (at To)
density of receiving medium (tit T,)
viscosity coefficient of air
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A

kinematic viscosity (p/P)
thermal conductivity of air
specific heat of air at constant. pressure
Pmndtl number
shear stress
heat. transfer per unit area
turbulent exchange coefficient
turbulent heat-transfer coefficient.

\

()“ turbuIent Prandtl number” ,c&c

average or effective r’ across a section of the
jet

“momentum diameter” of jet

“thermal diameter” of hot jet

Rou=@u’
I?a,=a P/Wl~’

\
double correlation coefficients at a point

Ru,=?i7/u’o’
e instantaneoushot-wire volt age fluctuation
o!,’y,a sensitivity of skew wire to 3>u, ancIL’fluctua-

tions, respectively

EQUIPMENT

AERODYNA.MIC EQUIPMENT

The l-inch hot-jet. unit is shown schematically in figure 1.
The three-stage a-xiaIblower (reference 18) is c~lven by u
Z-homePower variable-frequency motor, operated at a frac-

Centifql Mower...--.. II fll !

,.

HI II
. . . -Screen, 30-mesh’~., ;1

H lmw4L----&’... .’ ““n

FIGURE I.—acbematic presentation of l-inch heated jet.

tion of rating. Heat is added through two double banks of
coils of No. 16 3iTichromewire. As can be seen in the sketch,
a good part of the heated air is ducted around the outside of
the jet-air pipe in order to maintain a flat Wltial temperature
distribution in the jet. A blower ia used to help the air
through this secondary heating anmdus. Since this auxil-

iary air is not ducted back into the main blower intake, heat.
is discharged from the ar.umlusat.an appreciable rate and is
exhausted outside the building to minimize room-temperature
rise.

The relatively high veIocity section between heaters and
flna~ pressure box promotes adequate mixing behind the
grid to insure a uniform initiaI jet-temperature distribution.
An earIier, simpler unit, mentioned in the introduction, had
the heating coils in the final (and only) pressure box; as _a
result, the Reynolds number of the coil wire and even that
of an extra ceramic grid were too low to produce turbulent
mixing.

The compIete unit is photographed in figure 2 (a), and
figure 2 @J isa close-up of the asbestos orifice pIate a.nclthe
traversing mechanism.
— .----,,-,

,. “.4!!ld4“

. . . .

L-64930 ~-”---.!!A~.A~
---:--r~hE--

ia) COmpIetehot-jet unit.
—_—

(b] Close-uP of oridee and traverse track.

FIGeRIf 2.–Test setup.
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Runs have been made at orifice velocities between 65 and
115 feet per second and at orifice-temperature differences
between 0° and 385° C. The initial dynamic-pressure dis-
tribution (fig. 3) is effectively rectangular, and the initial
temperature distribution deviates from that only slightly.

,-, (%’15”C Q.=/5°c 4=300”C a =300”c
Lu

1
.8

.6

.4

.2

$.0

FIQURE3.–hitial tem~rature end total-hesd dtetributions. l-tnch round jet. 9,=40 milli-
rnetere of akohol.

MEASURING EQUIPMENT

The measuring instruments used. were: Hypodermic-
rteedle tot-al-head tube, Chromel-Alumel thermocouple, and
hot-wire anemometer.

The hot-wires were nominally 0.00025-inch platinum
etched from WoIlaston wire. The etched platinum was
soft-soldered to the tips of sma~lsteel needle supports. The
anemometer heating circuits and amplifier were designed
and built by Mr. Carl Thicle in 1941. The &rcuit is so
arranged that hot-wire time constants are determined by
superimposing equal alternating-current .voltages at two
frequencies upon the balanced direct-current bridge.

The amplifier gain is constant to within +2 percent over
a frequency range from below 7 to 7000 cycles. hTo che,ck
was possible at less than 7 cycles since t.ha.twas the lower
limit of the available oscillators. Compensation for Liot-
wire lag is achieved by a resistance-inductance network
between two stages of the amplifier. For a normal range of
wire time constants, the c.mnbination of hot-wire and prop-
erly compensated amplifier is satisfactory over the entire
flat range of the uncompensated amplifier. The amphfier
output was read on an approximately critic.ally damped
wall galvanometers,with a vacuum thermocouple,

Mean total head (i. e., dynamic pressure in a free jet) and
mean temperature were photographically recorded sin@.a-
neously, by means of an automatic traversing arrangement,
used with the total-head MM and thermocouple. The tot,al-
head-tube pressure line was run into a small copper bellows
which tilted a mirror, thereby deflecting a.narrow light beam
upon a uniformly moving sheet of sensitized paper. The
simultaneous recording of temperature on the paper utilized
directly the light beam reflected from. the mirrors of a sensi-
tive galvanometers. The galva.nometerwas critically damped

for all sensitivity settings. The possible errors nrising from
changes in ‘~stea.dy-st.ate” conditions during a continuous
unidirectional traverse were investigated by means of a few
check runs in the opposite direction; the.scshowcrl no appre-
ciable clifference.

The automatic traversing was accomplished by means of a
screw-driven carriage running horizontally along a steel
track (fig. 2). The screw was rotated through a gear, worm,
and belt drive by a reversible alternating-current motor with
wide speed range, operating on a continuously adjustable
transformer. The sensitized-paper holder was mechanically
connected to the moving carriage, so thtit the abscissas of
the recording curves were equal to t?~etrue radial distance.
Paper shrinkage in development was found to be negligible.
Figure 4 is a typical record. The symmetry rtxcs of total
head and temperature are offset laterally lmausc of thtr
necessary distance between tube and thermocoup~e.

— ---—. -. - .- .....—- .-. . . . . . . . ->.L.... _
-—

~:.g.. . .“. ..-
. ..-

*-..7 ,. . . .

,.
. ... . .

.. . .

“_.

.

FIGURE4.–Sample. photographic rceord of meen totrd head and temfwahrrc. l-inch hcakd
jet. L.ateraI of?set of reeorda is drh?to instrument swing.

PROCEDURES

MEAN DYNAMIC PRIMYl~RE

Mean dynamic pressure is effectively the total head in a
free jet and was recorded photographically, as dcsc.rilml in
the previous section. The photo record was f~ircd ami
traced on cross-section paper. In order to rcducc scattcr,
each traverse finally presented in this report has hwn aver-
aged from three individual faired runs. Fairml curves from
typical repeated traverses are plotted together in figure 5

q in

FIGURE 5,—ExporImerrtst eeatter, I-lneh he8b3dJet, z-15 hrchcs; @.-2W O.
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to illustrate the degree of disagreement-. These particular
runs were made with the old hot-jet unit.

No correction has been made for the effect of velocity and
density fluctuations upan the readings, but a brief analysis
of this correction is given in appendix A.

MEAN TEMPERATURE

The temperature was also recorded photographically, as
described in the previous section. Since the ga.hanometer
deflection varied linearly with temperature, there was no
reading error specifkdly attributable to the temperature
fluctuations.

MEAN VELOCITY

TWh the assumption of a perfect gas, velocity was com-
puted from dynamic pressure and temperature.

AXIAL CO.MPOXEA’T OF TURRL%EXCE

k the cold jet, the a.xial component of. turbulence was
measured in the conventional manner with a single hot-wire,
about 2 millimeters in length, set normal to the w and
rdirections.

In the hot je$ u’/~T -was measured simultaneously with
— --

&’/; and t%/dU by the technique described in references
15 and 16.

Throughout the report, no correction has been made for
the error (in reading fluctuation levels) due to the fact that
the fluctuations are not alviays small, as assumed in the
theory of turbulence measurement with hot-wires. IIow-
ever, some axtremely brief check measurements, reported
in reference 12,indicate that the absoht e values may be
fairly good, even at levels above 50percent.

It is important to note that the mean velocity to which

Tthe hot-wire responds is ~T~= U + J7 rather than simply
~. Therefore thelocal turbu]encelevel measured, and plotted

in the figures, is achdy u’i~~. However, this differs

appreciably from u’/~ only at, the outer edge of the jet,
w-here the flow is not completely turbulent anyway. The
distributions of u’i~~.., however, are just that quantity

‘ut u’ r.
at all points, having been computed from r == ——.

u maz Uz Ume
The mean-velocity distributions plotted in the same figures.—
as the fhwtuation measurements are all Z7#7m~ and there-
fore, at the outer edge, are appreciably diflerent from the
curves obtained from tota~-head-tube measurements and
plot ted in other figures.

TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATION LEVEL

Temperature fluctuation level was measured directly by
using a single wire as a pure r&stance thermometer.

RADIAL COMPONENT OF TURBULENCE

The radial component of turbulence was measured in the
hot jet with an X-type meter made up of two wires @bout
3 mm long), the voltage fluctuations of which were sub-
tracted before amplification. Becaude of almost unavoid-

able unsymmetry, the meter was slightly sensitive to u’l~;
appropriate correction has been made.

=CORRELATlON

The ~ correlation was measured simultaneously with
u’rU and #fi, as described in references 15and 16.

~ AND 0~ CORRELATIONS

The ~ and ~ correlations were measured simultaneously,
according to the general procedure given in the foregoing
references. The ~xtreme slowness of the measurements pr&
eluded the use of a simple inversion procedure for unsym-
metry correction (i. e., repetition of readings at a point, with
the meter rotated through 1800). Instead, the results were
computed directly with the directional sensitivity calibra-
tions of the individual wires.

The mean squares of the fluctuation vohages of the two
wires are

“2(3+2”1’’s+—
271alg

==a22(3+’22(3+’22 (7+2a2’2%-2@’2%-

27262g

Since there are two unknowns, readings must be taken at
two ditferent hot-wire sensitivities. Then the two pairs of
diilerences give -

7—7=(+- C@el () (J (J; ‘+(’Y?-T”) y 2+(&’–d29 2 2+

— —

X%71- w’) 3+2(aA+Q!2&) ~+

—

‘(71& +l’2&) ;

7’—‘p= (ax’~—a?”)el () (); ‘+(71’’–72’2) ; 2+
—.

Thus, the u, v, and r? sensitivities of each wire must be
determined sepa~ately. From previous measurements,

($fi)’, (u/~2, &ufi~, and w are known, and the
foregoing pair of linear equations can be solved simultane-——
ousIy for the two unknowns 8u/flU and u~/@.
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EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

(t’he axial distributions of dynamic pressure, temperat-
ure, and veIocity are given in figures 6 and 7, for the
constanhdensity jet for an initial density ratio PJP. =2.
Since all three variables decrease more rapidly when jet
density is appreciably less than that of the receiving medium,
it is to be expected that the Iower-densit.y (hot) jet spreads
at a. wider angle. This is verified in figure 8, which shows

f.

<’
J

.

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
X/d

FMWJRX6.–Axisltotal-headdktributions.l-inchroundjet.

10

.8

be
>.6
e’

Is
>.4
Is

.2

0 4 8 /2 /6 20 24- --28 32
x/d

FKWRE7.—Axial velocdty and temporatum distributions. l-inch round jet.

,Xfd

FIOCRE 8.-Stwead of beat and momentum. I-In& round jet.

the half total-head diameter 2rl and the half tcmpwrtturc
diameter 2r’ as functions of x/d,for t.hesctwo cases.

In figures 6 and 7 it can be seen that both dynamic and
thermal potential cones arc shorter for the low-density jet.
Since the annular mixing region outside the potential cone
is somewhat shndar to a single twodimensional mixing zom?,
the nature of the flow in this lattw case, with flowing medium
less dense than stationary medium, mmbe inferred.

Figures”9 and “1Oshoii “thediinensionlcs.$profiles of toiid
head, temperature., and velocity at a section 15 diamctwa
from the orifice, for p=/p. = I and 2. It is immediatcl.v
evident that the shape of these functions is Iiot appreciably
&ang@ at x/d=15 by a doubling of the initial density ratio.

r, in

FIGURE 9.-Totsl-head and temperatnrs dtstrtbutions. l-inch round jet. xfd- 16.

1.0 .,
-----Tern.,;R.-15*C

.8 – —- Velocif~ &&I.5’ C -

i .6Q
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,g .4
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FIGURE 10.–Tempersture and velocity distributions. 1-W round W. dd= 16.

4 r/rl
FIGURE Il.-Check on stmiIarity of fdal.head distribution,Mrichhotjet. xld-1%rl-f

atWhhhf- Mq”.=,

.
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The local mrmimum density ratios at the section are
p .fi~~. == 1 and 1.3, respectively. A ~eriflcation of the
negligible change in total-head profile is given in figure 11,
in which all the functions have been fitted at the point r=rl.

For a constant-density jet, it is well-known that effective
similarity of total-head (or velocity) profiles exists for W
values of x/d greater than 7 or 8 (references 11 and 12).
This is verified in figure 12. Figure 13 shows that an initial

r~rl

Fmcsm 12.—Check on @drwity of totsf-hesd distributions. Constsnt-dm.sity jet.
6.= 15” C. n =r at which g= }$f=~.

a
:

*
s

rjrl

FIGURE 13.—Check on similarity of totrd-hsod dfstriiutions. l-inch hot jet. %.=300° C.
r~=r at which q= fig..=.

density ratio of 2 is not sufficient to change this result,
appreciably. The deviation of the total-head distributions
for z/d=20 at large values of r/r, is almost. certa.i.nlydue to
inaccuracy of the traced data at a section where even the
maximum dynamic pressure gives only about a l-inch
deflection on the photo record.

The fact that the density-rat io range covered in the present
series of experiments is insufficient- to Iead to measurable
deviation from simple geometrical simdarit.y is dearly
shown by the constancy of r’/rl and A/r~ in figure 14.
However, again it.should be pointed out. that, although the
initial density-ratio range is from 1 to 2, the range of max-
imum density ratio ai this partidar section is onIy from
1 to 1.3.

Although r, has been used as a characteristic jet width in
most of the previous figures, it is clear that a width definition
of greater physical significance can be made on the basis of

3.0- }
, 0 A

I ~ t>

2.0
r’
<

‘Llc “ ‘
a
I A

2

4 jc
/.0

o 50 !00 150 200 250 300 350
F“, “c

FIG=E 14.-Comporfson ofclmracterfsticlengths. l-inchheatedjet. z/d=15.

momentum flow. The “moment um diameter” of the jet
at-any section

‘=2’5(J&&rdrY’ -

is defined as the diameter of a jet of rectangular density and
velocity profiles (p= p~in and ~= ~~J, whose total rate
of flow of a.sial momentum Is the same as in the actual jet
at that. section. Since the momentum flow in a free jet is
effectively constant, this characteristic diameter is particu-
larly convenient. It is analogous to the momentum thick-
ness of a boundary Iayerj except that. the latter is based on
momentum defect.

The ratio of hot-jei momentum diameter at x/d= 15 to
that of the constant-density jet at. the same section (fig. 15)

M[ 1 I I
Experimental poinfs
o final equipmenf

— A Preliminary equ~men+

L4 1’ /

g
a

6 Approximate
g analysis -- A

i 1.3 . v

j A

~ /
<

%
/

0 { ) a
~ L2
~ o
c

o
~o

;
$

1.f

Lo
Lzl - L4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0

Tempera ture ratio, TojTr or density raiio,po~po

FIGURE 15.-Varfation of mnrnentum diameter with initffl temperature or densityrstio.
Hotjet. ~id=15.

shows ~ definite increase in jet width as the jet fluid becomes
less dense than the receiving medium. A few points obtainec!. __
with the preliminary hot-jet equipment have been included
because this simple unit was able to produce an appreciably
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higher initial temperature. The result of a rough the-
oretical analysis of the effect, presented in the next section,
is drawn in the same figure.

A comparison between the cold-jet axial w’ distribution
(fig. 16) a.nclthat for an initial temperature difference of 170°
C (fig. 17) shows that the sharp rise in turbulence leveI comes

25 ....

20

l~o.

q
/5%

;
R! /0+

05

0 4 8 /2 /6” 20-24”” .28 92°”
Xjfd

F1aum16.—W velocitgfluctuationlevels. l-inchroundjet. 7.= W C.
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> 15 ‘;,=s ..~
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[0 !$
Ilb fi.

(751$
3

0 4 8 /2 16 20 24 . 28 “32°
x~d

FIGURE 17.-Axial distribution of fluctuations. l-inch hot jet. ?.=17W C.

a bit earlier for the low-density jet. Of course, this may be
due to an inaccuracy in King’s equation and thus may not
be a real effect; however, the difference is certainly in the
direction that would be anticipated as a result of the more
rapid spread and development of the mean motion pattern
in the lower-density case.

The temperature fluctuation level as measured is every-
where lower than the velocity fluctuation level.

Two qualitative aspects of the fluctuations were observed
during these particular measurements: First, extremely
regukm veIocity fluctuations were observed in the potential
cone, just as illustrated in reference 13; second, the tempera-
ture fluctuations on the jet axis, roughly between @f=3
and 5, were almost entirely on~sided, although the u fluctua-
tions in that region apparently showed no such tendemy.
The reason for thisbelmvior is not clearat the time of writing.

In the process of measuring u’/~ in a flow tiith simul-
taneous velocity and temperature fluctuations, the ~—.—
correlation results more or less as a byproduct; &u/@eU. and
the coefficient Rou=~/s?’u’ are plotted in figure 18. In
spite of tremendous experimental scatter, which has even
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FIGURE 18,—Axfrddistribution of #~ corrchdhm, IIot ]M. z= 170” C.

produced occa.sionaIncgatiw values for ~., it appears tlmt
Z>O in turbulent shear flow. The sign can be obh~incd
by the reasoning (in rough analogy to the kincLic thcwy of
gases) that fihas a sign opposite to tiML of b L@r in a normn~
turbulent,shear flow.

Since X is proportional to the turbulent hca.t transfer in
the main flow direction, iLis clearly not of so greaLinterest.
as the FUcorrelation. It is, however, of use in k compul4i-
tion of the total-head-tube correction for the Nect of velocity
and temperature fluctuations (appendix A). NO atLIXUp{
has been made to draw a curve through the expwimenttil
points,

mYrtT’#

FIGURE 19,-Check mewtiemerd of IateraI u’ dtstribut[on. Cold Jet. xX-M. -
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A check measurement.of the lateral u’ distribution in the
ftiy developed consttmt-density jet, in figure 19, shows
reasonable agreement.with earlier results (reference 12).

Figure 20 contains lateraI traversea of both u’ and I?’ in
the hot jet at z/d=20. Again, #’/~ is everphere slightly
1sss than u’/~, but it shouId be noted that t?’fim..>u’/~r.r

in the outer part of the jet. Perhaps associated with this
relative behavior is the fact that, although #/~~.= has a
definite local minimum on the jet axis, u’/~~a. is flat in that
region, within the accuracy of measurement.

The coefficient. RoU is apparently more or less constant
over the central part of the jet (fig. 21).
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Considerably more complete measurements have been
made at.x/d= 15 in the hot jet. In addition to u’, #’, and ~
distributions (figs. 22 to 24), there is also a. traverse of the
lateral component of turbtdence u’/~ and t“/~~=.. It- may
be noticed that.,in agreement with figure 24 of reference 12,
U’>U1 in the immediate vicinity of th’e axis, and Ur>vt
elsewhere.

rire

FIGCRE 22.-Hot-jetfluctuationlevelsu’/~, #/5md d’~ zfd=15; ~= 170” C.
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FXG=E 23.-Hot-jetfluctuationlevelsu’I&., 8/CT=,,, snd W;71U...z[d= W 8.= 171Y C.
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The fi! and% correlations and correlation coefficients. .-
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are plotteciin figure 25. There is a great deal of experimental
scatter but the general behaviors are clear. Furthermore, it
is obvious that Ro,>RUv, which is t?xactly what is to be
anticipated from the fact that the rate of turbulent heat
transfer is known (from the mean:velocity and mean-
temperature curves) to b~greater than the. momentum
transfer.

l?I~URE 25.—Ho&jet doubI# correlations. dd= 15;~. = 17W C.

Of course, because of the effect of density fluctuations, the
turbulent shear and heat transfer cannot be qy-essed sim”ply
as —~~v and —c~~~, respectively. -A brief calcuhttion
(appendix D, reference .1!3)leads to the approximate cxpres-
sious

In figure 26, the shear stress and heat transfer are plotted
in the dimensionks forms

FIGURE 26.-Hot-jet momentum and hat transfer. .rjd=1*%= 17WC.. .,

ANALYTICALCONSIDERATIONS1

JET WIDTH AS A FUNCTION OF INITIAL DjTr%$lTY ItATi~

As mentioned in the introduction, integrated cquniions,
along @h dimensional reasoning in Mtnsforming tbc
variables, can usually be made. to yield solutiotls dcseribi}lg
“theint~ral behavior of a shear flow.

The two-dimensional integrated nlomcn[.um and
mechanical-energy equations havo been dwived Ly Licpmnnn
and Laufer (reference 6). An idmtictil proccdurc lmds to
the axially symmetrical forms, omitting he for mcnn
motion. Momentum:

db

Jz.
p~:% dr—pb~b=b

Mechanical energy:

J[rUr]~–” brr ~ dr
a

(2)

A similar treatment of the heat-l mnsfer equation, with
specific heat assumed inde?pcmh’nt of Lc’mpmvtture, gives,
again omitting the lmrs since all quantitim arc mctm qmm-
tit.ies,

(3)

I Fluctuation terms have been uegk!cted h all of tin! tntcsral rclattons rrscd In this rrport.
Since the turbulent flowsare assunrcd to have similarity in turbuknce ctmractwtslke ss wdJ
as in average ptuameters, thk ordhmrily eou.wslittle error.

.—



For the particular case of a free jet entering an intlnite
medium at rest, these three equations simplify to

(4)

(5)

(6]

where the iutegrak have been mt ended to iufinit.y to permit
the use of asymptotic. velocity- and temperature-profile
assumptions. If finite width functions are used, the inte-
grals can be extended onIy to some judiciously chosen b.
It should also be mentioned that in the integral continuity
equation, which can be used to find the radial velocity Vb,
the finite limit is essential.

Equation (4) expresses the condition of constant total fhm
of momentum across aU planes perpendicuhr to the jet. axis
in the absence of a pressure gradient. Equation (5) equates
the rate of decrease of mean-flow kinetic energy per unit
time to the rate of production of heat (in the laminar case) or
of turbulent kiuetic energy (in the turbulent. case).

Equation (6), expressing the constancy of heat flow across
au planes perpendicular to the z-axis, is of course the thermal
part of the energy equation, for the case in which heat
production by viscous action is negligible. When the den-
sity variation is isothermal and due to the use of a jet fluid
different from the receiving medium, equation (6) is replaced
by what. may be considered the conservation of mass-flow
defect or excess:

f~,}” (~–mJU~dr=Co~t~t=~ (7)

and, in fact, equation (7) is easily obt a.inablefrom equation
(6) with the equation of state of a perfect.gas, assuming con-
stant pressure.

If there is intreduced an appropriate dimensionless -rari-
abh, along with reasonable assumptions for thedimension-
less velocity and density prof%les,equations (4), (5), and (7)
can be solved for ~Jx), p~~. (ir), and the moment~
diameter A(z). The integrated continuity equation can
be used to solve for radial velocities. Although r Cm in

principle be determined from the two assumed functions (see,
for example, references 6 and 12) it. is sometimes more con-
venient.to make a reasonable assumption for this distribution
also.

The purpose of the present analysis is onIy to obtain an
approximate expression for A/dasa function of p mfpa, for
a fixed value of x/d;it turns out that this can be done without
the mechanical-energy equation.

The velocity and density profiles are represented by
dimensionless functions

and

‘–pm =9MJ
Pmix —Pm

(8)

where q is the appropriatee similarity parameter. It can be
shown, by resulting inconsistencies in the two equations to
be solved, that simple geometrical similarity does not exist.
In fact., it seems physically evident that the profle functions
should vary with the local density ratio.

the form of F is obtained by substituting
the deihition of momentum diameter

Taking
—

equation (8) and

into equation (4). Then,

which gives

[ 1F= >~~ 1,+(1,–IJ ~ 1’2

where II anti 12 are pure numbers dependent. upon the
assumed velocity ancl density functions

JI,= “ qf’(~)dn
o

and

12=sm%f’(~)9(?)~?o

Thus, the proper similarity parameter is

(9)

-which is a function of x. If the probkm were solved for
p~i~(x) and A(z), ~ could then be expressed in its most
suitable form, as a function of r, x, and the initial density
ratio.

It is of some .jnterest..to inspect. the parameter q. For
const.ant.-densityflow, T= ~r~l 2r/A, and simple geometrical ,..=
similarity exists. For heated turbulent jets it is found that
II>lZ, since g(~)s 1.0 ever~~here. Thus, with p~i~ appre-
ciably less than p-, a particular value of T is reached at
smaIler r (for ~xed A) than in the constant-density case.

Substitution of equation (9) into equation (4) merely gi~es
the definition of A, which is now written with the explicit
expression for .3A
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Pmix U~”&$A2=pOuozds (lo)

With equation (9) and the explicit expression for M, equation
(7) becomes

PntinumaA2(Pnf.-P.)

13 11P. +12(Pmin
_pa) =(P19-PJ~a ~2 (11) “

where

J18= - VW 9 (T)~n
o

Equations (10) and (11) are to be solved for A/d as a
function of PJP., at a particular value of x~d. Site there
are fewer equations than unknowms, some assumption
must be made concerning the axial distribution of either
velocity or density. It is convenient to make the simplifying
assumption that the dimensionless axial density distribution

p~*”—p- is independent of the initial density ratio.
PO—P.

Then U~aJU. from equation (10) is substituted into
equation (11), and dl pmi,’s are expressed in terms of
Pmin—PcO. After further approximation by the use of the

PO—P.

first two termsof binomial expansions, the following result is
obtained:

or

:=JZ[l+(*-l)(P;::;:”)(:-l)l ‘12a)
where Al is the momentum width at the same a.xia.1distance
for the constant-density jet, and where the desired x/d is

obtained by choosing
(p;::;:”)

according to ‘temperature

measurements in the constant-density case. Thus it is
clear that, as may be intuit.ive’fyanticipated, the jet spreads
at a wider angle when the jet fluid is less dense than the
receiving medium, and vice -versa.

A numerical value for 12/1, is obtained by computation
from velocity and temperature distributions in the measurem-
ents of the constant-densit.v case. These give ls/ll= 0.727
and equation (12a) is plotted in figure 15 for comparison
with the experimental results. Because of the rather severe
approximation, agreement is not good. The complete
solution of equations (4), (5), and (7), however, is rather
laborious;

MEASURE OF TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER

One of the more important and interesting problems in the
study of turbulent shear flow is the relation between momen-
tum transfer and heat transfer.

For laminar flows, the ratio of momentum to heat tranafcr
is ti-ectly computable from the kinetic theory of gases and
is Conventionally described by the well-known Pmncitl
number

CPP~ .—
k

For nearly perfect gases, u is only S1OW1Yvariable with tem-
perature over a wide range since CPis nearly constantml P

and k vary nearly proportionally. l?or effectively isothermal
lamirmrflow, Cp,~, and k are individually constant over the
entire flow field.

The quantity analogous to a, for. turbulent flow, is

(13)

which may be termed the “turbulent Prandtl number.” The
“eddy viscosity” and ‘teddy conductivity,” m defined by
Dryden (reference 19) are

(14)

and if the density fluctuations are negligible, as is the case
within the accuracy of t-hepresent expmimmts, -—

w
‘=e2iF

Since c and p me t,hemdves rather artificial qwmt-itiw, in-
troduced merely in overtrained analogy to laminm flow, i~
is not to be expected that u~has any fundamental physimd
basis, other than the exact definition given in equation (15).
However, in the absence of a.satisfactory analysis of turbu-
lent shear flow, ih serves as an empirical measure of tho ra~io
of momentum transfer to heat transfer. Although e and P
vary from point to point, even in an isothermal turbukmt
shear flow, the variations in thir ratio (aJ may be of distinct
interest. An excdlel~t dkcussion from tho point of vicnvof
the mixing-length theories has been given by Drydm (refer-
ence 20) and need not bc repeated herein.

From equations (13) and (14), the local turlmlcnt l’randtl
number in terms of measurable quantities may bo written
as

be—-
(15)

-.
z“

I In this section 811 U’s and 9ss are mean vaIu22,
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or,in more convenient computat.ional form,

FLOW AND HEAT

(15a)

On the basis of the experimental results presented in the
previous section, t.vrodifferent measures of u~can be com-
puted First, the effective turbulent Prandtl number for an
entire section of the jet =~ can be computed from a com-
parison between the width ratio of mean-docity and
mean-temperature profiles in the turbulent jet and the same
ratio as computed theoretically for a laminar jet. Second,

G Kthe direct measurement of ~ and ~~mUnupermits direct

computation of the rg distribution, according to equation
(15a). Of course, this Iatter result will not be very accurate,
both because of the uncertainty of Eing’s equation and
because of the emmssiveexperimental scatter.

Effective turbulent Prandtl number,—Effective turbulent
Pra.ndtl number provides another illustration of the useful-
ness of the iutegral equations when a complete solution is
either not necessary or not feasible. For simplicity, the
analysis is restricted to the constant-density case.

In addition to equations (4), (5), and (6), for the round
jet an equation analogous in form to the mechanical-energy
equation (2) can be derived by muMplying the heat-tram~fw
equation by U before integration

The physica~ significance of equation (16) is not so clear as
that of equation (5). However, it may be regarded as a
device for retaining Q (which disappears in the integration
of the heat-transfer equation).

The solution for the velocity field of a laminar round jet
has been given by Schlichting (reference 20)and by Bickley
(reference 21), but. the temperature field apparently has not
been treated. For laminar flow,

and

are substituted into equations (5) and (16),giving

TRANSFER 13” A HEATED TURBULENT AIR JET

and
d
sZo ( M%%dr‘U%rdr=-v 1+

It is to be expected that a good measure of the
number wiII be the difference in momentum and
diameters of the jet. The latter is defied so that

Prandtl _
thermal

TA82
.7 Pmin JU.dl.a=2T“pU6rdr=iV

o

Then equations (4)and (6) are replaced by the definition of
A and the foregoing equation with p==onstant; that is, -”

(19) __

(20)

With constant density, simple geometrical sirrdarity e.sists,
and there may be introduced the dimensionless variable

‘=2r/A, along with the functional assumptions LT/LT==Z= ‘,
;(~’) and o/0~.z=fi(~’).

Substitution of ?’ and j into equation (17), followed by
substitution from equation (19) into the result, gives the
di.fferentialequation

—

This srivesthe well-known hyperbolic decrease of axial veloc-. .
ity in a round isopycnic kuninar jeti

which -with equation (19) demonstrates
Iinear spread of such a jet-:

(22a]

the corresponding

(22b)

Substitution of ~’,j, and h into equation (18), folIovmd by
substitution of equation (2o) leads to another expression for
dZ7.U.
F“

du.=
—=-’’w)w ‘ma’’”=’23)dx

where

1.= sOmq’j2hdt#
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‘D=r“(wad”
and simihmihyhas been used in assuming Ac/A independent
of x.

Equating equation (21) to equation (23) and substituting
for Z7~Jfl~az from the ratio of equations (19) and (2o),
there results

1 IAI~.—
2 IJC ()

1+; =1 (24)

Since$z “— 1s a function of A@/A,equation (24) will lead to

the desired relation between c and AtI/A. The simplest
procedure seems to be the assumption of reasonable func-
tional forms forj(~’) and L(q’):

h,=e-l%’)’

From the definition of A it turns out that ~= }i; froti the

-(ib=(:)%definition of Aeit turns out that B -

With these, the l’s can be evaluated:”

J.=; -.

I“=(m-%m
whence equation (24) yields

~_ Ae a
()~

()
‘=~”~ Ae “

z;

(25)

It should be noted that At/A=@ “corresponds to u= O.
This results from the form of the original definition of Aa,
and suggests that a different characteristic measure of
thermal diameter ..(i. e., one which ~ rn as u+O) may be
desirable.

An identical treatment of a constant-density turbulent jet
on the crude assumption of constant c am-l@results,of course,
in an identical expression:

“b ‘()4– ~
-=.~1

()

AOd” ““””’”’2+ ~
(26)

where ~%is the over-all effective Pra.ridtl number for the
turbulent-jet cross section.

For air, in the normal range of room h’~npertiiure, the
considerable scatter in thmnal conduct.ivitics obtained in
the various experimentd determinations leads to an tipproxi-
mate range of possilde true (hunintir) Prandtl numbers,
0.70ScS0.76.Atabular and graphical summary of” bm~”
measured values up to 1938 hus been made by Tribus find
Boeltei (reference 22). They give, for example, u= 0,70S
for ~.=302° absolute and 0.701 for ~==34S0 dxicdu(c.
These particular values have been chosen for comparison
with two computtitions of the turbulent mcasurcrrmnts.

For the preicnt turbule~~t jet., a~ x/d= 15 d initial
temperature differences of 80=15° and 300° C, tlw width
ratios are Ae/A= 1.102 and 1.107, respect.ivcly, From cquri-
tion (26], these givo ~,=0.727 and 0.713, With the two
orifice temperatures given, the tiveragc absolutc tempwaf urrs
across the section are about. 302° and 34S0 (these numbws
me actually T, -1-ti&.). This gives tho cxtrwncly intmcsl.-
ing result that the average of effectivc turbulent l.’rand11
numb~r in a round jet is cqual to thc~.laminar value, within
the probable accuracy of the present mmsuremrnts.

Turbulent Prandtl number distribution,-l?airecl curves for

the measurements of ;u/lJ~ — -~a~aand t$u/O~~x~~cS(fig. 25) have
been used, along with t]]e dimensionkss velocity and tcn~-
peraturc profiles, to compute local values of u,, in accorhncc
with equation (15a). ‘1’he values have been plot&ul itl
figure. 27, g]ong with a heavy Iinc giving 3, m compu[cd
from &/A. ATearthe axis and near the jet edge, t-hecom-
putation becomes more or hxs indctxyminnte.

bo
&
&
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:.Ib

Is

s

rf r~

FIIWBE 27.-’%zrbulent Pmndtl numbw.’; I-Inch hut jet. xfdx lm~.=17WC.

The agreement between F, and the average.value of th al
points is extremely good. In fad, it is rather bct~cr tlu~t~
was anticipated because of the com~idcrablcscatter of the
fluctuation measurements find khe possible incx~clncss of
King’s _equation.

DISCUSSION

E1tllORS

Most. of t.he sources of error and tbc corroctions, Lo1.11
applid.. and not applied, have been covered in the previous
sections. However, it may be well to out]inc and cxkwd
the previous remarks.
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Total-head-tube and thermocouple datta.-The tota.l-head-
tube readings have not been corrected for the effect. of
velocity and density fluctuations (appendix .4). Also, since
the range of possible sensitivities was quite Iimited and
since the response is proportional to ~n, the deflections near
the jet edge were small and difBcult. to obtain accurately.

A certain amount of experimental scatter in alI memured
quantities resulted from smaII fluctuations in ~~, due pri-
marily to the partly stalled condition of the blower, -which
was designed to operate against a somewhat smaIIerpressure
rise.

The temperature distributions for small -@use of ;O and
at large values of x/dand r/rl vrere naturally susceptible to
considerable scatter due to slow temperature fluctuations of
perhaps a fraction of a degree in the laboratory.

Hot-wire measurements.—The usual sources of error (see
discussions by Dry den (reference 23) and Simmons (reference
~~)) for hot,-llfie measurem~ts were encountered in the
prtient investigation.

Two aclclitional difficulties -were attributable to the par-
ticular flow configuration: First, the estremely high tur-
bulence level present in a free jet is certainly outside the
smalI disturbance assumptions basic to the standard hot-
-wire response calculations. However, some rather brief
measurements (reference 12) indicate that opposite errors
may reduce this error considerably. Seconcl, the extremely
large degree of fluctuation introduces swine uncertainty in
the bridge balancing for tl e setting of hot-wire resistance.

The principal additional source of error “inherent in the
hot-jet measurements -was the extreme difficulty of deter-
mining %., the ufieated ~fie resistance at local ambient
temperature~.. Since the # sensitivity of a wire is propor-

tional to %.—R, (where R, is the unheated resistance at
T,), it. is clear that, in regions of relatively smaII~, a small
error in ~= may cause a large error in 0’/~, and as it.turns out,——
also in t%/.$~ The compkity of the computational pro-
cedures in these new applications of the hot-wire anemome-
ter, often involving small dtierences between two large
quantities, each with a fairly Iarge amount of e.sperimental
scat ter, has obviously magnified this scantter immensely in
the final results.

Because of the foregoing factors, it was felt that hot-wire
length corrections were not appropriate; the scfde of the
turbulence was of the order of 0.5 to 1 centimeter, and the
scale of temperature fluctuations was probably of the same
order of maatit ude.

However, it. should be emphasized that free jet measure-
ments represent the most, stringent kind of test for the new
measuring technique. It is certain that. similar investiga-
tions in channels and boundary layers, for example, d
show more consistent e..perimentid points.

VARIATION OF JET SPREAD WITH DEN?31TY

.% pointed out., the considerable divergence between com-
puted and measured curves of A/Al against P./P, (fig. 15)is
probably due to the very rough nature of the simplifying
assumption used. Apparently the curve shapes agree
reasonably well. This theoretical curve is computed par-
timdarly for the case in which density dtierence is obtained

TRA3EFER IN A HEATED TURBULENT AIR JET 873

by heat&v; the relation between heat and moment~l __
transfer determines the relation between the velocity func-
tion and the density function g(~) and thus determines
the ratio 12/1,in equation (12).In cases where the density
difference is obtained by the use of different gases, lJl, may
be diflerent, so that the curve of AiAi against P.IPO will

not be the same. However, it does not seem Iikely that
material diRusion in turbulent shear flow is much different
from momentum and heat dMusion,3so the final result should
be fairly close to that computed herein.

FLUCTUATION LEVELS

There are two characteristics of the measured fluc~uation
levels that are worthy. of note. The first is that u’/U>#’/~
everywhere in the jet. Although there must be some uncer-
tainty since the complete physical form of King’s equation
has never been verified (appendix A, reference 16), the fact
that u’/~ in the heated jet is measured at about the same
value as in the cold jet seems evidence that the results are
reasonable. An additional bit of evidence is the result that

( ar(:)
S?’lt$ma>u’l~ma in the outer part of the jet where ~

))>:(;- fwhereas up/~&
(

>#/~&near the axis where

:(&>’:(:))”This is quite consistent with the

result arrived at.by the conventional qualitative phenomeno-
logical approach which considers a u fluctuation (or ao
fluctuation) arisii from a o fluctuation with a lid mi~~
length. Thus, if this (purely fictitious, but sometimes
convenient) mixing length were about the same for velocity
and temperature flu.@ations, u’ would be relatively greater
than z?’ where the u profile was relatively steeper than the
Z profile, anclvice versa. Of course, this ~oes not necessarily
account for the slight.local minimum in #’/tl.=. on the jet axis.

RELATIVE TRAFKiFER OF HEAT AXD .MOME31TUM

The a, distribution shown in figure 27, although agreeing
in average with ~t computed directly from A@/A,does not
necessarily prove any significant result with regard to the
function u,(r). Both the mperimental scatter in the ~o
and 81*measurements ancl the difficulty of making accurate
slope determinations from the mean-velocity and mean-
temperature profiles permit ordy the conchsion that rt is
roughly constant across the main part of a round turbulent
jet.

That the effective turbulent Prandtl number might pos-
sibly be the same as the laminar Prandtl number was appar-
ently first suggested by Dryden (reference 19), though noi
with any particular physical justification. In fact, it appears
that no one has yet put forth any rational hypothesis, either
rigorous or phenomenological, to predict the relative ratea
of heat and momentum transfer in turbulent shear flow.

Since the Yorticity transport theory is apparently the
only analytical approach that has led even to the quali-
tatively correct result, it seems probable that simple momen-
tum-exchange considerations wiII be inadequate. .-

*M the Se-rent h Internwionfl Congress for Applied Mechani=, B.G.vanderHeggeZijnen
and J. O. Hme reported careful mewuements showing hwt and nmteriaI dtiusion to be
effectively the same in a romd turbulent iet.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 3. The average or effective ~’turbuhmt Prandtl number, ”
From measurements of mean-total-head and mean-tem- for a section in the fully developed air jet., is very nearly

perature fields in a round turbulent jet with various initial equal to the laminar I?randd numbcr of air. This dots uot
temperatures, the following enumerated results can be stated necessarily imp]y any primary depcndenco of turbuhw~
with confidence: Prandt.1number on laminar PFandtl number.

1. The rate of spread of a round turbulent jet increases 4. The local turbulent Prrmdtl number aL a section’ in
with a decrease in tbe density of jet fluid relative to receiving the fully developed jet, away from axis and edge, is roughly
medium. When the density clifference is obtained by heat- constant. In addition, with somewhat Iess certainty, it.has
ing, the effect is as shown by the experimental points in been found that &~<u’/~ ~-rerywhero~ the jet ml that
figure 15. the relative magnitude of 0’/0=== and u’/lJ~=z vrwiesroughly

2. Up to local maximum density ratio p JP~i~ of about as the relative magnitude of the slopes of dimcnsionlcw
1.3 simple geometrical similarity still exists in a fully devel- temperature and velocity profiles.
oped jet, within the accuracy of the present measurements.
The total-head and temperature profile functions are ef7ec- CALIFORNIA lNSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
tively the same as in the constant-density jet. PASADENA,CALIF.,August 18, 1947,



EFFECTOF SIMULTANEOUSVELOCITYAZNDDENSITYFLU~-
TUATIONSON READINGOF A TOTAL-HEADTUBE

Neglecting both static-pr~sure fluctuations and the effect
of Iateral velocity fluctuations, the tube reading is

P=; (;+p’) (U+u)’ (Al)

Therefore,

For snd
Also, since

since ~Vu= 0,

L
(A2)

fluctuations the last term can be neglected.
the density fluctuations of interest herein are due

to temperature fluct& tions,

o#=-~F
e

is substituted into equation (M), which flmdly gives for the
true mean dynamic pressure in terms of the tube reading:

It is interesting to note that, since Z is apparently ordi-
narily positive, the errors due to the veIocity and the tem-
perature fluctuations are in opposite directions.

The justification for neglecting the effect of lateraI fluctua-
tions in this approximate calculation is that its effect on the
magnitude of the instantaneous velocity vector is at least
partiaI1ybaIanced by the directional senaitivit,yof the tube.
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